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With Playroom IPTV it's very easy to find a channel and channel transition time is below 2 seconds. 
Channel logo and country flag can be placed next to each TV channel.
TV channels can be sorted between each other.

This license includes the features of PlayIPack, the standard and starter package of Playroom. If you 
would like to addition of interactive features to your TV system, it must be added other packages.

This way the TV channels can be categorized under different menus such as news, sport entertain-
ment, radio etc., enabling the user to find the desired channel and content.
As long as the capacity of the IPTV headend is increased, there is nolimitation on the number of channels.

Digital TV Signal Quality:

Easy User Interface:

The user interface on the TV screen is very intuitive and easy to use. The simple and elegant design 
enables even first time user to navigate without much effort.
TV channels specified by the guest are sorted according to his/her nationality and therefore 
desired channels appear in the first places. A group of TV channels can be assigned to a specific 
group of guests, so only guests that belong to this group can watch these channels.

Digital TV broadcast distributed to the rooms, is at least of DVD quality. All the noise is eliminated 
due to the digital infrastructure. The system is also supports receiving of channels in 720p, 1080i, 
1080p HD formats.

IPTV GENERAL FEATURES

Customizable Channel Lists:

PRMSVR-100
Play IPack



• Charging for an individual channel or charging for a group of channels. If no rate is specified 
service is free of charge for the users.

It is possible to charge the guest for watching any TV channel or a group of TV channels. The 
mana-gement is free to specify the inovoicing method and prices. There are two different pricing 
options with Playroom:

• With "Add a new pricing" many usage time intervals can be defined as requested. A different price 
can be set for each interval. The price list is displayed on the TV screen. When a time interval is 
purchased through the TV screen, the user will be able to watch the TV channel during the that 
time interval.

TV channel groups can be defined for easy navigation on the user TV interface. By default, there 
are three pre-defined groups.

•  National Channels: Channels from the country that the system is installed. 
•  Foreign Channels: Channels from other countries.
•  Radio: Live radio stations

TV Groups:
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Possibility of Charging TV Usage:

PRMSVR-100
Play IPack

Standard languages include Turkish, English, 
German, Spanish, Italian, French, Arabic, Rus-
sian and Portuguese. Additional languages 
could be added on request. There is no limitation 
in the number of languages.

Manual Language Selection:

Guests can set an alarm at any time via the 
remote control over the TV. It is effective in 
controlling unwanted time slots to be missed.

Alarm Feature:
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Free access to weather information,  flight info,  currency exchange,  stock exchange,  newspapers 
is provided.

Free Info Pages:


